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DVEO to Distribute Penta Class 1 HD2line Broadcast LCD
Monitors for Broadcasting, Field, and Studio Use
New York, New York -- Penta Studiotech, a German manufacturer of high-end professional
broadcast monitors, announced today that it has entered into a reseller agreement with
DVEO, the broadcast division of Computer Modules, Inc. (CMI). Both companies will exhibit
at the NAB Show, April 16-19, in Las Vegas, Nevada – Penta in Booth N214 and DVEO in
Booth SU2114.

DVEO is now selling Penta’s outstanding line of professional-grade LCD monitors designed
for studio production, ENG-SNG-production vans, master control, post production, high-end
editing, camera shading, and quality control. Available in sizes from 17 to 55 inches, these
full-featured monitors offer true color reproduction, outstanding gray scale and color depth,
and precise picture quality.

Penta monitors feature color calibration software, centralized monitor wall control, and
Ethernet based remote control. The color space adjustment guarantees repeatable and
precise color reproduction compliant to EBU, SMPTE and ITU .709 standards. The rugged
design has no fans or noise. All of the monitors are available with a Quad-Split option which
displays UMD in each quadrant and 4 audio channels.

For Penta’s HD2line series monitors, supported video inputs include analog composite
(PAL, NTSC and SECAM), analog components RGB and Y-Cr-Cb, and SD/HD-SDI signals
up to 3Gb/sec 10-Bit 50/60i & 24/25/30p/psf with auto detection.

The HD2line Pro series monitors feature a modular slot design. Inputs and outputs can be
configured as needed. Optional input/output boards can be installed in any of the three
board slots, and in almost any combination. Optional boards are recognized automatically
by the system without the need to reconfigure the unit. All HD2line Pro displays feature
DVI-I, VGA and CVBS inputs. A multi-format 3G/HD/SD-SDI input with an optional fiber
optic module supports data rates up to 3 Gb/s and accepts SD-SDI, HD-SDI, Dual-Link HDSDI, and 3G-SDI.
“Our customers need IP manageable studio monitors,” said Laszlo Zoltan, Sales Manager for
DVEO. “Penta monitors have a well-deserved reputation for reliability, perfect color accuracy,
and IP manageability, at a very reasonable price point.”

“We’re excited that DVEO has added our monitors to their broad line of broadcast products,”
stated Markus Unfried, Penta’s Vice President for Sales and Marketing. “This will be a very
successful partnership for both of our companies.”
HD2line and Hd2line Pro are trademarks of Penta Studiotechnik GmbH. DVEO is a trademark of Computer Modules, Inc.
All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.

About Penta Studiotechnik GmbH
Founded in 1987, Penta is Germany-based; with sales/service offices in New York City.
Through its time-honored commitment to innovation, know-how and focused technology
research activities, Penta has been able to establish a remarkable global reputation in
excellence. Penta provides the most comprehensive and impressive range of broadcast
LCD monitors to the global market today, managing a distribution network that stretches into
over 40 countries. Penta remains proud to provide broadcast professionals with the very
highest industry standard equipment at very competitive prices. For further information,
please contact Markus Unfried at 888-316-7995 or markus@pentastudiotech.com.
U.S. Headquarters: Penta Studiotech, LLC
529 West 20th Street, Suite 6W, New York, NY 10011
Web: www.hd2line.com Phone: 888-316-7995

About CMI and DVEO
CMI, founded in 1982, is a privately held company headquartered in San Diego, California.
DVEO, the Broadcast Division of Computer Modules, Inc., sells digital video and high
definition television (HDTV) products to the top television broadcast companies throughout
the world.
For more information on CMI and DVEO, please contact Rebecca Gray at +1 (858) 6131818 or rebecca@dveo.com. To download DVEO's press releases and product images,
visit the news section at www.dveo.com.
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